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This is a great example of how 
a website should be done. This 
web site prints out to be about 
10 pages for $360 a year or $90/
quarter. We offer websites 
from $160/year. 

This issues featured website

Baier’s Den Kennels & 
Hunting Preserve

Several times we have been 
nationally selected examples in 
feeding, care and training of gun 
dogs.

We invite you to visit our 
clean, modern boarding and train-
ing kennels. We offer your dog the 
best in food and care with clean ce-
ment runs and escape proof pens. 

We have unlimited training 
facilities on 1100 acres for yard, 
water and obedience work.

All dogs can be seen in the 
field by reservation only and are 
charged at our shooting rates.

Training - per month (includes 
Board) $475

Training - per day = $30.00
Permanent Boarding - Per 

Month $175.00
Daily Boarding - Per Day $ 

15.00

Heat or Air Conditioned run - 
per day $20

SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS
Ship by Air to Kansas City, 

Missouri International Airport. 
(Phone Kennels 816-779-5234), $35 
pickup charges. All dogs entering 
kennels must have all permanent 
distemper, Bordetella and rabies 
shots and have shot records from 
vet with them.

Bird Dogs and Retrievers
We have excellent registered 

bird dogs and started pups for sale 
most of the time.

25219 So Baiers Den Road
Peculiar Missouri 64078
Wayne Baier at 816-779-5234 
Kennels Hours 8:30 AM to 

4:30 PM
Closed Mondays
4 miles south of Peculiar on 

highway 71

Boarding - Training - Hunting

Internationally known for Fine 
Bird Dogs and Old Fashioned Mis-
souri Quail Hunting.

“There is no man so poor but 
what he can afford to keep one 
dog. And I have seen them so 
poor that they could afford to keep 
three.” Josh Billings

We can generally tell in the 
first month’s training whether the 
dog has any ability to make a good 
hunting dog and at that time we 
will tell you so. All dogs receive 
their training through experience 
in the field under the gun with lots 
of shooting over them. All dogs 
worked daily on game. Particular 
attention payed to staunchness 
on point, retrieving and hunting 
dead. Our system of training is not 
restricted by seasons of the year or 
game laws. We train year ‘round, 
weather permitting. Our training 
done the old way-no shortcuts-just 
hard work, patience and plenty of 
birds-monthly reports plus pic-
tures of dog’s progress on all dog’s 
coming into the kennel.
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Bird Dog & Retriever News is published bimonthly, six times a year Feb-Dec. 
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Photo Jim Masolotte while training our Windtuck Brittanys on our Agate Windtuck Ranch 
near Limon, Colorado.
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From The Publisher’s Desk

Welcome to the April/May issue of Bird Dog & Retriever News. Thank you ad-
vertisers for paying for the magazine and readers for spreading the word. We are 
still playing catch-up as this issue is a few weeks late. But I have been busy. Last 
weekend we were suppose to finish this issue, but drove to Iowa instead to rescue a 
Vizsla. More on that later. And it’s spring time to work outside. Don’t worry I long 
ago made sure our calendar of events are six months ahead of the current date.

 
So what’s in this current issue? First we have six new products we thought you’d 

be interested in. Then we took an excerpt out of Richard Weaver’s book about Grouse 
dogs. Ticks always being a problem during spring and summer, we included an ar-
ticle on Lyme’s disease for you and your dogs. I took a look at breeder and puppy 
contracts. Loyde Childs takes a look at dogs & feelings. Ted Clay takes us for a trip 
with his Vizsla pup.

 
With the spring/summer comes gardening. So we brought you an article from 

the AKC on dogs and gardening. When you think of bird hunting, few of us think of 
Alaska, but this issue we’ll take a look at Alaskan grouse hunting. We have calendars 
for: gun shows, dog shows and field trial and hunt tests. IN addition we have news 
from the industry, the states and non-profits.

 
I hope the June/July issue will be out and online before July 4th. But with a new 

dog, by the way her name is Jersey, one never knows. I guess that is why they call 
magazines periodicals, cause they come out periodically!

 
That’s it for now,
See you in the field and at 

the shows,
 
Dennis Guldan
Publisher Bird Dog 
& Retriever News
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What’s New

 
Duck Shack

From coast to coast mudflats to 
marshlands…flyways to byways. 
The duck shack is an American 
tradition dating back to the early 
settlers. A place where families 
bond, friends come together and 
memories are made.

Duck Shack Wines are the 
perfect complement to memorable 
gatherings at the duck shack, or 
any special place where families 
and friends come together to 
share treasured memories over a 
fine meal with great wine. They 
also make the perfect gift for duck 
hunting enthusiasts who you 
might know!  

In duck hunter parlance, get-
ting a double takes equal measures 
of talent, skill, and luck.  We make 
it easy to get a double when you 
order our “Got a Double” gift box 
featuring Duck Shack Cabernet 
Sauvingnon and  a bottle of Char-
donnay!

$22
www.lawerfamilywines.
com/Duck-Shack-Wines

Earbud 
storage

The Nest™ is an earbud 
holder and storage sys-
tem that protects your 
earbuds and prevents 
tangled wires. The patent-
pending design features 
high-quality silicone con-
struction. The soft, flex-
ible, and durable holder 
makes storing your ear-
buds or headphones ef-
fortless. The Nest™ fits 
easily into any pocket. 
Warning: The Nest™ 
prevents the frustration 
usually caused from tan-
gled earbuds. We are re-
sponsible for the peace 
of mind you will receive. 

$9.99
www.digitalinnovations.com 

CD songs for 
dogs

All the songs and stories 
on this CD are inspired 
by dogs. Each track is de-
voted to a particular con-
cern, situation or shared 
experience of people who 
love dogs. Songs such as: 
The Leash Lambada La 
La Bow Wow — homage 
to the dance two people 
with two dogs do when 
they meet two other peo-
ple with two dogs go-
ing in the opposite direc-
tion. Ugly Dogs Need 
More Love — a wonder-
ful way to choose your 
next dogs — and friends.

$19.90
www.petcds.

com
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The Original Muck 
Boot Company 
Woody Sport

Stay on the heels of adventure 
with the Original Muck Boot 
Company Woody Sport® boot. 
This all-terrain hunting boot 
features a durable, 100% wa-
terproof rubber and neoprene 
upper for extreme weather pro-
tection; a wrap-up toe bumper 
and reinforced Achilles panel 
deliver structure and support. 
The stretch-fit topline binding 
provides a secure fit around 
the calf to keep unwanted dirt 
and pebbles out, while the re-
movable, 6MM Nitracel™ 
EVA insole lends underfoot 
cushioning and a slipper-like 
feel. The CR Flex Foam Boo-
tie of the Original Muck Boot 
Company Woody Sport® tall 
boot cradles the foot in ulti-
mate comfort while insulating 
from the cold, with a four-way 
stretch nylon lining for easy on/
off. The durable, Speed-Tracker 
rubber outsole is contoured 
to fit for increased protection 
and stability on steep terrain.

$174
www.muckbootcompany.com

Dog Treats for 
hips and joints

Bimini’s Best™ Dog Hip & 
Joint Health Supplement can 
be used to support and main-
tain normal healthy joints. It 
can be used with adult dogs 
over the age of one. This 
health supplement has been 
scientifically developed to 
support health and provide 
dogs with a better quality of 
life. The active ingredients: 
Cat’s claw, Willow bark, and 
high quality fish oil reduce 
discomfort associated with 
regular activity and the oc-
casional inflammation and 
help lubricate the joints. .
This health supplement is 
not a treat, although it is 
designed to achieve a high 
level of palatability. If a dog 
does not accept it the chew 
can be crumbled and mixed 
with regular food or used 
with enhancements or treats.

$34
www.biminihealth.com

Dog Exercise 
Toy

The PhysiPet is a great 
way to give your pets a 
playmate for a game of tug 
of war or turn treat time 
into play time and more!

 Exercise & entertain-
ment customized for 
you and your pet.
 A great way to give your 
pet their treats and de-
fine specific playtimes.
 Many styles and sizes to 
choose from to fit your pet’s 
exercise requirements.
 Store unused toys with-
in the hollow base to or-
ganize your pet’s toys.
 The PhysiPet is great 
for both cats and dogs.

Help Keep your pet in 
shape & entertained by 
using the interactive pet 
toy, PhysiPet, daily for 
play time or treat time!

$65
www.physipet.com
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Buy The Book

Chapter 6 The Making of a Grouse Dog

Of such is the great grouse dog, a rare in-
dividual, that can be properly placed without 
hesitation on the pinnacle of bird dog devel-
opment. William Harnden Foster said it best 
in New England Grouse Shooting many years 
ago. Few who have been there and have hunted 
these birds day after day, season after season, 
throughout the course of a lifetime would 
disagree. Great grouse dogs are special indi-
viduals from unique bloodlines, dogs who are 
given the opportunity over and over again to 
point and retrieve grouse for their two-legged 
companions.

To this grouse hunter, they are also gentle, 
loving companions who are as at home on the 
couch as they are in the grouse woods. The com-
panion grouse dog is a compromise of intensity 
in the woods; the intelligence to know how to 
use it; and the common sense to know when 
to turn it on and off. There are old bloodlines, 
bred and hunted by men who were there and 
who did it-men like William Harnden Foster, 
George Ryman, Burton Spiller, and George Bird 
Evans, to name a few. These men were grouse 
hunters who bred grouse dogs, and they knew 
what a real grouse dog should be. They may 
have differed on some of the particulars, but 
they all wanted dogs that hunted to the gun and 
retrieved to the gunner. Unfortunately, many 
of the characteristics valued in those dogs are 
being lost in modern bloodlines, both through 
careless breeding and on purpose. While I have 
trained a thousand-plus dogs of all types and 
breeds, I am an English-setter man at heart. As 
a result, some of my observations will be breed 
specific, but most are just about grouse dogs.

As a grouse hunter, dog trainer, and some-
time breeder, I strive for the dog that has enough 
intensity to get out there and do the required 
work, yet enough biddability to do it for me, not 
just itself. Before proceeding, allow me to pass 
on that I define intensity the way the old-timers 
did, not the way it is often perceived today. In-
tensity means my dog is all hunt, every second 
it is down in grouse cover, hunting at whatever 
range and pace its genetics and training allow. 
That leaves range and speed as a matter of 
personal choice to be dictated by the cover, the 
quarry, the age and condition of the hunter, and 
other personal preferences.

Thanks to Countrysport Press 
we have offered you an excerpt 
from Grouse Dogs by Richard 
Weaver

Grouse Dogs 
By Richard Weaver
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A faster dog is not a better 
dog and vice versa. A grouse 
dog hunting in the thickest 
cover at forty yards may have 
as much intensity as a ground-
eating plains quail dog working 
at a quarter of a mile. They are 
different creatures with differ-
ent circumstances to handle and 
different genetics with which to 
do it. Yes, there are plodders 
that do not put enough distance 
between themselves and the 
hunter to encounter and point 
undisturbed grouse. Then, too, 
there are wild-eyed racehorses 
who are worthless when their 
whereabouts are always in 
question, dogs that cannot be 
reached in time to get a shot 
when they do point. When it 
comes down to it, range and 
speed are matters of personal 
preference, and far too often 
they are the focus of discus-
sions on what a grouse dog 
should be.

What I prefer may not be 
what you prefer, and that is as 
it should be. There are already 
too many arbitrary standards 
in too many competitions set 
by people who often do little, 
if any, grouse hunting. Certain 
characteristics are declared su-
perior, and those who dare to 
take another path are shouted 
down.

What follows is one grouse 
hunter‚Äôs idea of what a 
grouse dog should be.

First, I prefer a dog that 
predominately air-scents. An 
air-scenting dog that quarters 
efficiently will locate more 

birds, more quickly, and at a 
greater distance than a ground 
tracker. As a result, such a dog 
will also be less likely to bust 
jumpy grouse. This narrows my 
choice to setters and pointers, 
with setters being my personal 
preference.

Second, I prefer a dog that 
is pensive and very much 
‚Äúwithin itself.‚Äù From 
Rose‚Äôs first season, she has 
been all business. When I put 
her down, she relieves her-
self, then eyes me with that 
‚Äúlet‚Äôs -go-to work‚Äù 
look. There is no racing around 
like a fanatic whose drive is 
overriding its brain. My hunt-
ing partners have expressed 
opinions such as, ‚ÄúThat dog 
doesn‚Äôt take a step without 
thinking‚Äù and ‚ÄúShe hunts 
like a cat.‚Äù

Third, I like a dog that has 
a steady, graceful pace that will 
carry it all day in grouse woods, 
do so again tomorrow, and so 
on. To a great extent this is an 
extension of item number two 
about dogs with a thoughtful 
approach to hunting, yet grace 
of movement and a ground-
covering stride. In the ridge-
and-valley region of our Appa-
lachians, a dog that is too reck-
less will not physically survive 
the rigors of rocks, deadfalls, 
inclines, greenbriers, red briers, 
and so on. Rose floats through 
grouse woods, her feet almost 
not touching the ground, and 
the grouse are unaware of her 
presence until the moment of 
the point.

Fourth, a grouse dog should 
lock on point at the first hint 
of a scent particle in the air. 
There should be no moving 
on to confirm scent, no excited 
racing around to locate the 
source, no concern for position 
or style. The dog should hold 
the posture it is caught in at the 
moment scent is detected, and 
there should be no doubt. From 
that moment forward, the only 
movement might be a head 
swivel or eye glance to tell me, 
‚ÄúBoss, if you cross the stream 
and go around that tree you will 
be in perfect position, the bird is 
right there.‚Äù Gun-dog style is 
truly in the eyes of the beholder, 
and my eye prefers the old stan-
dard of a straight line from the 
tip of the tail to the tip of the 
nose. It always evokes thoughts 
of generations past and of the 
great grouse dogs and hunters 
that went before us.

Fifth, I like a handsome, 
physically substantial dog, 
with females weighing from 
forty-five to sixty pounds and 
males from fifty-five to seventy 
pounds. I like dual-type setters, 
because in addition to hunting 
ability, I appreciate aesthetics. 
If I can have both, why settle 
for less?

Sixth, good grouse dogs 
know how to handle difficult, 
running birds. They should 
point, catwalk, point, and so 
on in a straight line, head up, 
keeping the exact same amount 
of scent in their nostrils. More 
scent will result in a bumped 
bird and less scent in an es-
caped bird. This is another place 


